
ON THE ISOMORPHISM PROBLEM FOR
LIE ALGEBRAS

J. KNOPFMACHER

Given presentations P, P' of two algebraic systems L and L' in

terms of finitely many generators and relations, the isomorphism

problem asks if it can be determined from P and P' whether or not L

is isomorphic to L'. The main purpose of this note is to discuss some

invariants of the isomorphism type of a Lie algebra L, which may be

derived from any finite presentation of L, and easily used to distin-

guish between many different nonisomorphic algebras.

The invariants are analogous to the elementary ideals and knot

polynomials used in studying certain finitely-presented groups (cf.

[3]). They may be derived by associating (in a slightly unusual way)

with finitely-generated presentations of an associative algebra A,

certain ideals in its largest commutative quotient Ac. These ideals

depend only on the isomorphism type of A, and are particularly

amenable when Ac is a polynomial ring, a situation which frequently

arises when A is the universal enveloping algebra of some Lie alge-

bra L.

They may also be applied to special Jordan algebras, and, of course,

to word problems for algebras.

I am indebted to the referee for a suggestion concerning the form

of this paper.

1. Associative presentations. All algebras will be over a fixed com-

mutative ring K with identity. Let <£ be a free associative, but non-

commutative, algebra with identity on indeterminates Xi, • ■ ■ , xn-

Define the free semiderivatives Di = DXi: <£-—><£ to be the linear maps

given inductively by:

Diix}) = 5,7    and    Diiuv) = Diiu)-v.

(A similar discussion could be developed in terms of the usual partial

derivatives, but this would yield trivial information when applied to

Lie algebras.)

Now let A he an associative algebra with a presentation

P = (xi, • • • , Xn/ri, r2, ■ ■ ■ ) as a quotient of <f> by the ideal generated

by elements n, r2, • • • , under an epimorphism tt:$-+A. Let a: A—*AC

denote the natural epimorphism of A onto its largest commutative

quotient AC = A/[A, A ]. Consider the sequence of maps
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Di     x       a
$ -> $ -» A -> Ac.

Algebraic techniques of Fox in knot theory suggest the following:

Definition 1.1. The Alexander-Fox matrix of P is the matrix A (P)

= (aij) over Ac defined by aij = onrDj(r^).

Referring to [3], say, for the definition of the elementary ideals of

a matrix over a commutative ring, consider

Definition 1.2. The kth elementary ideal of P in Ac is the cor-

responding ideal Ek(P) of A(P) [> = 0, 1, 2, • • • ].

Theorem 1.3. If P and Q are any two finitely-generated presentations

of A, then (for each k) Ek(P) =Ek(Q) =Ek(A), say.

Proof. By the Tietze-Shoda theorem on presentations (cf. [2],

Chapter III), it is sufficient to show that the ideals are invariant under

"Tietze operations" on the previous presentation P. To do this, first

note that every element 5 of the ideal of <$ generated by rx, r2, ■ ■ ■ is

expressible as a .A-linear combination of monomials of the form

w = arjj or rjb (a, bE&); hence Dj(w) =0 orirDj(r%)-irb. Thus adjunc-

tion of s to P gives rise to a matrix "equivalent" to A(P) (cf. [3]).

Finally, suppose that a new indeterminate x„+i and a new relator

xn+i — u(uE$) is adjoined to P. Then the Alexander-Fox matrix of

the new presentation has the form

which is also "equivalent" to ^4(P).

Iff: A—>A' is an associative algebra isomorphism, it may be noted

that (for each k) Ek(A)=Ek(A') under the induced isomorphism

/*: Ac—*Ac. Ideals may also be defined for presentations of commuta-

tive associative algebras as quotients of polynomial rings.

Now suppose that an associative algebra A be called "nice" if it is

finitely presentable, K is a unique factorization domain, and Ae is a

polynomial ring over K.

Definition 1.4. The kth invariant polynomial Ak = Ak(A) of a "nice"

algebra A is (ambiguously) any generator of the smallest principal

ideal of Ac which contains Ek(A) [fe = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ].

Thus if A has a finite presentation P=(xi, ■■ • , xn/ri, • • • , rm),

then Ak = 1 for k^n, Ajt = 0 for k < n — m, and, for 0 < n — k^m, Ak

is the g.c.d. of the determinants of all (n — k)-rowed minors of A(P)

(cf. [3]). Since elementary ideals are ascending, AA+i|Afc for

k = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

Corollary 1.5. If A and A' are "nice" associative algebras and
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^4=^4', then if or each k) A* (^4) =A4(4') essentially.

2. Lie algebras. Let F he a free Lie algebra on free generators

Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn, and let I be a Lie algebra with a presentation P

= (*i, • • • , xn/n, r2, ■ ■ ■ ) as a quotient of F by the ideal generated

by elements n, r2, ■ ■ ■ , under an epimorphism iv: F—>L. Let a: L—*L.

denote the natural epimorphism of L onto its largest zero algebra quo-

tient L0 = L/L2. If UiR) denotes the universal enveloping algebra of

a Lie algebra R, then it and a induce epimorphisms

7r*: UiF) -> UiL)    and   a*: Z7(L) -> 77(L.).

Further, if .4 = UiL), then ir* defines a presentation P* of 4 as a

quotient of the free associative algebra <!>= UiF), and a* coincides

with the natural epimorphism A^>Ae.

It follows that we may associate with P the Alexander-Fox

matrix AiP*) over Z7(Z,0), and that this leads to elementary ideals

EkiL) depending only on the isomorphism type of L. In addition, if

the Lie algebra L is "nice", i.e. it is finitely presentable, K is a unique

factorization domain, and L0 is a free 2v-moduIe, then A = UiL) is a

"nice" associative algebra. Hence in this case we may associate with

L invariant polynomials AkiL) depending only on the isomorphism

type of L.
Example 2.1. Suppose that L has the presentation

P =   ixh X2, X3/[[*l, X2], [xh X3]] +  [[[x2, Xi], X2], Xi],

[[[Xi, X2], Xi], xz] + [x2, [x3, Xi]])

and that L' has the presentation

P' = ixh x2, x3/[xh [[x2, Xi], x3}] + [xi, [xh x2]],

[[[%», [%3, xl]], Xi], Xi] + [[[x2, Xi], Xi], x3]).

Then L, and L', are both isomorphic to a 2v-module with free K-

basis {h, t2, h}. One has

,    x      /       0 hhh -kt\\
AiP*) = ) and

V2/a(l +t2)  -tihh -hlj

...       ( ~ hk      hih-h)      ht2h\
AiP*)   =  I        j 2 if.

\l2hih  ~   1) hh -lltihl

Hence

Ai(I) = htitiil + ti),       A2(L) = U,

Ai(L') = hhliitih - t2ll + tl),       A2(L') = 1.
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Either case shows that L ^k L'.

It may be interesting to remark that the maps Dt\ F in U(F) are

essentially functions which arise [5], as natural analogues of the Fox

derivatives, in the theory of extensions within varieties of Lie alge-

bras. The corresponding maps in the next section are also related to

extension theory.

3. Special Jordan algebras. Suppose that 2 is a unit in the ground

ring K. Consider the previous free associative algebra 4>, and let <P+

be the Jordan algebra obtained by replacing the multiplication in €>

by the product x o y = ^(xy+yx). Let / be the corresponding free

special Jordan algebra, i.e. the subalgebra of $+ generated by 1 and

Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn (cf.  [6], say).

If M is any Jordan algebra, let U,(M) denote the universal algebra

for the special representations of M, i.e. the quotient of the tensor

algebra with identity on the underlying module of M by the ideal

generated by all elements of the form a ob — %(a®b-)-b®a) where

a, bEM (cf. [4], or [2], Chapter VII). In particular, by the universal

property, US(J)=$.1

Next, if 7r: M—>N is an epimorphism of special Jordan algebras,

let 7T*: Us(M)-^>Ua(N) be the induced epimorphism. An argument

used in [l, p. 269], for example, shows (essentially) that Ker ir* is

the ideal generated by the image of Ker ir under the injection

M—>c/,(Af).1 Further, if F is a set of ideal generators for Ker -rr, then

the image of F in U,(M) is a set of ideal generators for Ker tt*.

In particular, if A?" is a finitely-generated special Jordan algebra

with an epimorphism ir: J^>N, then tt*: U,(J)—»£/,(N) defines a

presentation of A = US(N) as a quotient of <P, and the ideal Ker ir*

is finitely generated if Ker ir is. Thus, there exist elementary ideals of

N in Ac which depend only on the isomorphism type of N.
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1 Added in proof. See also the forthcoming book by N. Jacobson on Jordan al-

gebras.


